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1. A meeting was convened at Los Alaucs on 21 December

1°52 to discuss safe positions of aircraft curing detcnavions
of Overetion CASTLE. Present at the meeting werc:

PUBLICLY R

 

Lt. Col. T. J. Andrews Mr. Joe Keliy OS4
Mr. E, E. Bissei, Jr. Col. D. Ve. ilier
Lt. Col. J. Crosby Dr. W. =. Ogle
Mr. C. B. Cunninghan Lt. Coli. D. I. Prickett
Dr. il. tHoerlin Mr. D. Seacerd
ir. F, Janek ' Dr. William Theler
Mai. D. Th. Jones Kr. H. A. Givemsr

2. The first order of business was tie determination of
all aircraft to be airborne at zere times. These aireraft are:

Be36 Effects
B47 utfects
BBW Control and Photcgrsaphic .
Cm 5k. Photographic
Cok? Vil’ Relay 0S ALAMOS
PLY.2 Telemetering eT
Poy-5 Drone Ship Contre ATA)
WBe29 Farly Sampler GAEL
SA~15 Air-sea Rescue 01761859
B-50 IEDA Techniques
Fe&l- Samplers

The positions cf these atrereft, as discusted in this vaper,
° Se a ~

are based upon e yield ofw+. : Mi.

3. In view of the information available on the FHY-2, this
aircraft was considerec first. It is painted ali white, with ex-
ception of identification markings; it has a2] motel control sur-
faces and is equipped with thermal radiation resistent curtains
for the crew. A recommendation was made by Ilr. feliz to paint
over the identification markings if one waived te position as
close as possible. it was propesed by Dr. “Thaler thet this air-
craft fly for cne hour prior to detonations at at: altitude of
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5,000 - 10,000 feet and at a radius of thirty-two (22) statute
miles from zero. At H¢thirty (30) seconds, it will turn out-
bound and be at a range of forty (40) statute miles at the time
the blast wave vasses the aircraft. According to kr. 4Zwemer,
who states that APA is taking the best information evailable on
the PLY-2, the distance that, broadside, ore hundred percent de«
sign limit load (DDL) would be reached from a uf & KE aur weavon
is twenty-four (24) statute miles. At 14.2 miles, one would ex-
pect an aluminum skin temperature rise of 3000F, whichis egtimat-
ed to be a safe limit. I1t was anticivated that for -» 9 wemJ/ MT,
a rise in aircraft skin temperature of 150°F would be experienc~
ed at thirty miles. The equation used for heat inpus was Q/sec=

opm\ o OY -
132.5 “& a where Q is in BTU/ft@ and K=.008/kiloft. The

flight pattern at thirty-two (32) statute miles from zero was
agreed to by Lt. Col. Crosby as being satisfectory fron the TG
72+ standpoint.

4. At this point, Dr. Ogle stated thet he thought the fol-
lowing information should be made availabie to the positioning
committee. It is possible that the CASTLE devices may go better
than the probable upper limits that have been publisned. A re#
liable authority has stated that the devices may possibiy have
an upver limit of the following yields:

DEVIC, YIELD (MT)

Dr. Ogle sugzested positioning for =-———«tasedupon =——_—===
HT. If uw~— gees as expected, around »-y -y, cw MT, then posi-
tioning on subsequent detonations could be made on t::e publish-
ed maximum probable yields and not on those shown above. Mr.
Janek stated he wovld have prepared an alternateplan to be used

~ ioOD Ea we ae Tependant upon the results Ofy ny oo ow # £

5. The point was brought out that a crew unprotected from
thermal rediation can be the most limiting factor for close poe
Sitioning. For large yield weavons, eight to nine caleries/em@/
sec is about maximum tolerance for human skin. Tnis, of course,
would be much teo high in the case of Heat resistant
surpoans for the crews were recommended if close positioning was
esired.
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6. The P2V of Project 6.4 was considered ne: t. This air-
craft is navy blue with fabric control surfaces, a co dition that
is extremely poor for »ositioning aircraft close to nuclear de-
tonations. The value of two (2) cal/em@ was considered safe for
this aircraft, although this might be too stringent for large
yield weapons with a "~wlse as long as twenty-four (24) seconds.
If the vrojeet officer desires to be closer than fifty statute
miles to the deton-tion, it will be necessary to have the control
surfaces recovered, painted white, and treated for heat resistance.
If this is accomnlished, a range of thirty-five (35) statute miles
would be considered. .One would expect about four (4) cais/cme/
sec at thirty-three (33) statute miles from a ten —*WsJdevice.
In any case, thirty (30) statute miles would be the inside limit
of this aircraft if 4 were vrepared as the PHY-2 is.

7. The C-47, to be used as a VHF relay, was positioned at a
range of at least one hundred (100) statute riles. Colons«1 Cros~
by saw no reason for3t to be any closer tnan this.

8. The C-54 photographic aircraft weve positioned at no closer
than sixty (60) statarte miles at altitudes of 10,000 to 15,000
feet. On IVY they were nositioned at fifty (50) statute miles
based upon a MT possible yield.

9. The 1.B+36 control and photographic aircraft was posi-
tioned at no closer ‘than sixty-nine (69) statute miles.

10. The WB-29 sampler aircraft was positioned <t no closer
than one hundred (100) statute miles for the same reason as the

11. The SA-26 was tentatively positioned at seventy-eighty
(70-80) statute miles. Little was known about this aircraft.
Mr. Kelly will check on this range for the SA-16.

12. The B-57 was not considered because it will probably
not be in the program. Colonel Miller susgested that specifi-
cations of the aircraft be taken to the forward area in case a
B~-57 is phased in late in the operation.

13. The F-8+ samplers, at 35,000 feet were positioned at
no closer than seventy (703 statute miles.

14. The B-50's from Project 6.1 desire positions at 35,000
feet of one (1) tail aspect at fifteen (15) miles range, two
(2) broadside at twenty (20) miles range, end three (3) troad-
side at twenty-five (25) miles range. These positions will be
considered after apvropriate calculations have been mede by mem-
bers of the positioning committee. Dr. Orle expressed ecncern
that the positions seem unduly close, bet would withhncid any de-
cision cn their safe positions until further information is avail-
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able.

15. The vroiect officer for the effects B-36 desires to
position it, for a MT yield, at a range of 60,000 feet

 

for an altitude of 40,000 feet. It is to be positioned on ther-
mal criteria. They anticipate a rise in aircraft skin tempera-
ture of 400°F at this position. hr. Kelly stated that a rise in

- temperature of 4+50°F would probably be alrivht, but that a rise
of 5000F may cause some trouble. Dr. loerlin expressed concern
about reflection of the fireball from the top of the haze layer.
He thought this top to be, normally, between 1,500 and 5,000
feet. Dr. Ogle suggested that Dr. Hoerlin make some celcula-
tion on the rise in temverature of the aircraft skin using
values of absorptivity, and other factors available from re-
presentatives of the committee. He also suggested that a hand
held camera be used to vhotograph zero point for the first few
seconds after detonation to determine, roughly, cloud cover or
Other obscurations.

16. The closest permissible positions of both the B-36 and
B-47 were not decided upon. hr. Janek stated he would send the
positioning brochure on those two aircraft to Dr. Ogle as soon
as possible so that it can be studied. A determination of these
positions will be mede in the forward area.

17. After the meeting, Colonel Prickett brought up the
following items which will be discussed when the committee meets
in the forward area:

(a) An F4eU will act as alternate control aircraft
for Project 6.4 if the P2-V aborts. Tiaiis aircraft must
be given a minimum sefe position.

(b) Project personnel desire that the Be+% fly over
zero point on its patiern to arrive at its position at
zero time.
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1 - CITF-7 (Cowart) 15 - (Janek)
2 ~- CSTF-7 (Hubbard) 16 = (Thaler)
2 - CTG 7.1 (Ogle) 17 - (Kelly)
-5 - 176 7.3 (Clark) 18 - (Seacord)

6-7 - CIG 7.4 (Crosby) 19 - (itiller)
8 - CTU-9 (Gaylord) 20 - Jx3
9-12 ~- CTU-13 (Gilbert) el - L&R (J) File

13 - CTU-13 (Prickett) 22 ~- Han (J) Sec
14 e (Hoerlin) 28 ~- M&M LASL
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